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a b s t r a c t

The main purpose of this work is to show that machine learning algorithms (MLAs) can be used to
improve the abilities of cosmological models and to make meaningful astrophysical predictions. As a
preliminary step, we construct an expression for the Hubble parameter in the caloric variable Chaplygin
gas (cVCG) framework including a particle creation scenario. Then, making use of a set of updated
observational data, we obtain the best-fitting values of the auxiliary model parameters. In the main
part of the article, we discuss the model from the machine learning (ML) perspective via two different
supervised learning–training algorithms: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells with Dropout and the
Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). We see that the constructed theoretical ground yields very successful
results when it is used in the MLAs for training and the reliability level of deep learning (DL) analysis
is above %93.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

General Relativity (GR) has reshaped our ideas about grav-
ty and space–time structure because of revolutionary innova-
ions. The theory introduced various new issues into physics
uch as space–time expansion and gravitational waves. Recently,
stronomers have come to a brand-new outcome in which the
osmos enters in a speedy expansion phase [1–10]. This signif-
cant detection could only be accounted for by the dynamics of
hitherto unknown form of constituents of the cosmos: ‘‘Dark
atter’’ (DM) and ‘‘Dark Energy’’ (DE). Till now, scientists have

ntroduced a variety of ideas to explain this extraordinary be-
avior. All of these proposals can be broadly classified (check
efs. [11,12] and references therein) into two major families:
i) changing the geometry part of the Einstein field equations,
ii) redefining the matter-energy part. On this purpose, theoreti-
al physicists were looking for an interesting idea which could si-
ultaneously describe the dynamical mechanism of both the DM
nd the DE. Consequently, these investigations led to the birth
f the Chaplygin Gas (CG) cosmology [13–16], which automat-
cally removes the cosmic coincidence puzzle (why the late-time
nlargement is happening now and why it is speedy?). In cosmology,
he CG model has been taken into account extensively to interpret
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the recent astrophysical data more accurately in different papers
[17–21]. On the other hand, in astronomy, different forms of the
CG model have widely been used (check Refs. [22–24] and ref-
erences therein) to discuss stellar evolution of the compact star,
which refers collectively to white dwarfs, black holes, neutron
stars, gravastars and exotic stars.

Artificial neural network (ANN) mechanism has become preva-
lent recently in diverse scientific fields such as cosmology
[25–27], medicine [28], economy [29] and meteorology [30]. The
main idea behind such use of the ANN is the ML algorithm, which
is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI) and includes advanced
methods that enable computers to learn from a family of data.
In an ML mechanism, computers use a parameterized (or non-
parameterized) proposal describing a set of possible rules to reach
the best results among the possible ones. Hence, it has been
applied to forecast and learn cause–effect relationship between
variables. In this paper, we apply two different DL mechanisms
to the Hubble parameter with the help of the cVCG cosmology
in order to check whether the designed model can be used to
introduce meaningful predictions for the future of the universe.

The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next section,
we reconstruct the Hubble parameter with the help of the cVCG
model and fit its free parameters by using the most recent astro-
physical data. In the third section, we apply two well-known ML
approaches to the model and discuss the statistical aspects of ob-
tained data. In the fourth section, we give some closing remarks.
Note that all numerical investigations were completed by means
of high-level programming environments Mathematica [31] and

Pyhton [32]. Throughout this study, the unit c = 1 is adopted.
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. Reconstructing Hubble parameter

As a first step, we assume that the cosmos is represented by
he flat Friedmann–Robertson–Walker (FRW henceforth) metric.
he recent astrophysical data [1–10,33] have strongly suggested
hat the geometry of the cosmos is spatially flat at large scales.
o, the corresponding line-element including the scale factor a(t)
s ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

∑3
i=1(dxi)

2. In the present work, we suppose
lso that the cosmos is filled with a perfect fluid described by the
nergy–momentum tensor Tµν = (ρt +pt )uµuν −gµνpt , where uµ,
t = ρb+ρ, pt = pc +p, gµν , ρb and pc represent the four-velocity
ector, total energy density, total pressure, metric tensor, energy
ensity of the baryonic matter (BM) and the particle creation
ressure, respectively. Also, note that ρ = ρm + ρe and p = pe,
here the subscripts m and e stand for the DM and the DE,
espectively. Here, the continuity equation Tµν

;ν = 0 yields the
olution ρb = ρ0

ba
−3 for the BM.

The VCG [34–36] is defined by the following Equation-of-State
EoS)

= −
Ba−n

ρ
, (1)

where B denotes any positive constant and n is a free parameter.
It is known that adiabatic particle creation indicates the entropy
produced in space–time with a constant quantity δ =

S
N , which

represents entropy per particle. The particle creation pressure is
described by [37–39]

pc = −(ρ + p)η, (2)

where η is connected with the particle number density and
satisfies the condition 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.

From thermodynamics, we have

p = −

(
∂U
∂V

)
S
, (3)

where U = ρV , V = a3 and S represent the energy, volume and
the entropy of the system, respectively. From this point of view,
it can be written that

(
∂U
∂V

)
S = −(p + pc). After some algebra, we

each the following differential equation

dU
dV

+ (η − 1)B
V 3n+1

U
−

U
V

η = 0. (4)

Then, it is found that

U(V ) = V n

√
2B(1 − η)

3n + 2(1 − η)
V n+2 + c, (5)

where c denotes an integration constant which may depend on
the entropy only or be a universal constant. Consequently, we get

ρ = a3n−3

√
2B(1 − η)

3n + 2(1 − η)
a3n+6 + c, (6)

p = −
Ba−4n+3√

2B(1−η)
3n+2(1−η)a

3n+6 + c
, (7)

c = a3n−3η

⎡⎣√
2B(1 − η)

3n + 2(1 − η)
a3n+6 + c

−
Ba−7n+6√

2B(1−η)
3n+2(1−η)a

3n+6 + c

⎤⎦ . (8)

Now, we are in a place to construct a theoretical expression
for the cosmic Hubble parameter H . We may write the Friedman
 l

2

equation (FE) as [40,41]

H2
=

(
1
a
da
dt

)2

=
8πG
3

(ρb + ρ). (9)

For the sake of simplicity, we can define the dimensionless frac-
tional densities Ωb =

ρb
ρcri

and Ωd =
ρ

ρcri
, where ρcri =

3H2
0

8πG is
nown as the critical density and H0 shows the Hubble constant.
ccording to the Planck-results [9,10], we have (Ω0

b , Ω0
m, Ω0

e ) =

0.049, 0.278, 0.673); thus, we can write ρ0
b = 0.042ρ0, where

0 = ρ0
m + ρ0

e . In addition to this, it is generally known that
he present energy density is related [21] to the cosmological
ensity by ρ0

t = 1.31ρcos, where ρ0
t = ρ0

b + ρ0. Hence, one
hould take ρ0

t = 1.31 for a0 = 1, as a result, it is obtained
hat (ρ0

b , ρ0) = (0.05, 1.26). Subsequently, we can write the
osmic Hubble parameter H as a function of the cosmic red shift
arameter z =

1
a − 1:

H2(z) = H2
0

⎡⎣ 1 − Ω0
d

(1 + z)−3 +
Ω0

d

ρ0(1 + z)3n−3

×

{
2B(1 − η)(1 + z)−3n−6

3n + 2(1 − η)
+ c

} 1
2

⎤⎦ , (10)

ith

= 1.59 −
2B(1 − η)

3n + 2(1 − η)
. (11)

It is significant to emphasize here that the reconstruction of
the Hubble parameter has been performed with the help of a
well-known method developed in literature [40,41]. However, the
same goal can be reached by following different ways (please
check Refs. [42,43] and references therein for detailed informa-
tion).

At this point, we need to get best-fitting values of the auxiliary
parameters. Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm has
found its place in the field of cosmology and has become a sig-
nificant numerical tool especially in parameter estimation. Now,
we consider the fundamental concepts of the MCMC method
implemented in python to find out the combination of auxiliary
parameters that best describes the universe.

In Table 1, we display the recent z − H(z) data set (the blue
values were calculated by the differential ages technique while
the red ones were obtained by the standard ruler method). On the
basis of the expression (10) and the Table 1, we can constrain the
cVCG proposal. Now, the main goal of parameter prediction is to
maximize the likelihood in order to obtain the most suitable set
of model parameters. If we focus on the Gaussian approximation,
one can conclude that the likelihood will be maximum if the
quantity

χ2
=

27∑
i

[Hmea(zi) − Hmod(zi)]2

σ 2
i

, (12)

s minimum. Here, Hmea, Hmod and σi describe the measured
alues of the Hubble parameter, theoretical values of the Hubble
arameter and the observational uncertainty, respectively. The
uantity χ2 is connected with the Gaussian likelihood via the
elation

= L0 exp
[
−

1
2
χ2

]
. (13)

onsequently, it can be said that maximizing the Gaussian like-
ihood is equivalent to minimizing χ2. As a result, we find the
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Table 1
Cosmic chronometer measurements.
z H(z) Ref. z H(z) Ref. z H(z) Ref.

0.071 69.00∓19.7 [44] 0.430 86.50∓3.70 [45] 0.730 97.30∓7.00 [46]
0.090 69.00∓12.0 [47] 0.440 82.60∓7.80 [46] 0.781 105.0∓12.0 [48]
0.120 68.60∓26.2 [44] 0.449 92.80∓12.9 [49] 0.875 125.0∓17.0 [48]
0.170 83.00∓8.00 [50] 0.470 89.00∓49.6 [51] 0.880 90.00∓40.0 [52]
0.179 75.00∓4.00 [48] 0.478 80.90∓9.00 [49] 0.900 117.0∓23.0 [50]
0.199 75.00∓5.00 [48] 0.480 97.00∓62.0 [52] 1.037 154.0∓20.0 [48]
0.200 72.90∓29.6 [44] 0.510 90.40∓1.90 [53] 1.300 168.0∓17.0 [50]
0.240 79.69∓2.65 [45] 0.520 94.35∓2.64 [54] 1.363 160.0∓33.6 [55]
0.270 77.00∓14.0 [50] 0.560 93.34∓2.30 [46] 1.430 177.0∓18.0 [50]
0.280 88.80∓36.6 [44] 0.570 96.80∓3.40 [56] 1.530 140.0∓14.0 [50]
0.352 83.00∓13.5 [48] 0.593 104.0∓13.0 [48] 1.750 202.0∓40.0 [50]
0.380 83.00∓17.0 [49] 0.600 87.90∓6.10 [46] 1.965 186.5∓50.4 [55]
0.400 95.00∓17.0 [50] 0.610 97.30∓2.10 [53] 2.300 224.0∓8.00 [57]
0.401 77.00∓10.2 [49] 0.640 98.82∓2.98 [54] 2.340 222.0∓8.50 [58]
0.425 87.10∓11.2 [49] 0.679 92.00∓8.00 [48] 2.360 226.0∓9.30 [59]
g
t
f

following best-fitting values for the arbitrary parameters:

(H0, Ω0
d , η, B, n) = (73.2134, 0.9404, 0.6412, 2.4026, 0.2615),

(14)

with

χ2
min = 19.9022. (15)

Once the best-fitting values of the free model parameters are
obtained, we would like to discuss the confidence territories,
where the values reasonably considered good candidates for our
model, with the help of a fast MCMC algorithm. In Fig. 1, we
display likelihood distributions for combination of the model
parameters.

The Planck spacecraft data [9,10] have indicated that Ω0
d =

0.951, and the most recent astrophysical observations have im-
plied that (see [10,60–63])

H0

[
km

sec Mpc

]

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
70.00+12.0

−8.00 2017, LIGO-VIRGO Collaboration
67.66 ∓ 0.42 2018, Planck Spacecraft
73.52 ∓ 1.62 2018,Gaia Spacecraft,
73.3+1.70

−1.80 2019,H0LiCOW Collaboration,

74.2+2.70
−3.00 2020, STIDES.

(16)

e see that best-fitting values of the free parameters H0 and Ω0
d

re in good consistency with the most recent observational data
resented in Eq. (16). Moreover, our understanding of the cosmic
ccelerated expansion includes a significant discrepancy between
he indirect and direct observations of the present enlargement
ate of the cosmos [64–66]. Since the first determination by
ubble [67], astronomers have derived different values for the
ubble constant in the range 50 < H0 < 100 km/s/Mpc. Our
esult agrees with the most recent measurements [61–63] but in
ension with Planck-results [9,10].

In Fig. 2, we depict the evolutionary nature of the cosmic Hub-
le parameter and illustrate some recent observational values. It
s easily seen that our H(z) function is in good agreement with
he recent astrophysical measurements.

. Deep learning analysis

Supervised MLAs allow us to produce an output data from
revious experiences and to solve various types of real-world
omputation problems. Here, we want a mechanism that con-
iders a value of the red shift as an argument and returns an
stimated value for the Hubble parameter. The first option is to
3

ive explicitly the red shift value as a well-defined function of
he Hubble parameter, which means that we have to introduce a
unction f satisfying H = f (z). However, there could be no idea of
what the function f is. Then, one can rely on a dataset to construct
a rule in the ML way.

The DL algorithms learn from more complex patterns than
the Neural Network (NN) mechanism with the help of more
layers provided by the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [68]. The
LSTM cell [69] is a famous RNN approach, however, it suffers
from the over-fitting issue. One of the best ways to remove this
effect is to use the Dropout regularization like Gaussian processes
because a unit in a NN mechanism is temporarily removed from a
network. On the other hand, the FIM algorithm is a fundamental
mechanism in both statistics and deep network topics and takes
a significant role in the parameter space. In this section, we focus
on the LSTM-Dropout and the FIMmechanisms for the DL analysis
of our investigation.

3.1. Basics of the LSTM-Dropout architecture

Connections between neuron-like nodes form a directed net-
work along a temporal sequence in the RNN algorithm, thus,
this feature allows the mechanism to exhibit a temporal dynamic
behavior. The RNN is based on a network of neurons which is
organized into successive layers and connected with a one-way
path to every other node in the next successive layer. There are
principally four main modes to run the RNN: one-to-one, one-to-
many, many-to-one and many-to-many [70–72]. Here, we should
use a form of the RNN mechanism with one-to-one mode. Thus,
while designing an architecture for our problem, we can start
with a point where the output layer of the previous step is used
to calculate a new cell (see Fig. 3).

The Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) can give us a math-
ematical perspective about uncertainty, but these mechanisms
have prohibitive computational costs. Recently, Gal and Ghahra-
mani [73] have developed a new tool giving a chance to cap-
ture uncertainty. Similar to other regularization approaches, the
LSTM-Dropout network yields effectively better results when
there is a limited amount of training data and the model is likely
to over-fit the training data [74]. In the LSTM-Dropout network,
the aim is to reduce the difference between the input data and
the estimated output, and this task is done by a function that
we need to minimize (it is called the cost function or the loss
function) [74]. Besides, optimizers update the weight parameters
to minimize the loss function. As a matter of fact, the loss function
acts as a guide that allows the optimizer to move in the right
direction to reach the global minimum. Therefore, optimizers play
a very crucial role while increasing the accuracy of the model.

There are several optimizer variants: the Nesterov Accelerated
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional likelihood distributions for the combination of free parameters in 1σ (dark blue), 2σ (blue) and 3σ (light blue) confidence regions. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. H ∼ z relation according to the cVCG model in the 1σ confidence region and recent measured values.

4
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Fig. 3. RNN architecture scanning through the data from left to right.
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radient (NAG) [75], Adagrad [76], AdaDelta [77], Adaptive Mo-
ent (Adam) [78], AdaMax [78], Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive
oment Estimation (Nadam) [79] and the AMSGrad [80]. Adam
omputes adaptive learning rates for each parameter and is
enerally selected as the best overall choice.
In the LSTM-Dropout mechanism, the hidden state values and

utput data can be calculated as
⟨t⟩

= Θf (Whh ⊙ h⟨t−1⟩
+ Wzh ⊙ z⟨t⟩

+ bh), (17)
⟨t⟩

= Θf (WhH ⊙ h⟨t⟩
+ bH ), (18)

here h⟨t⟩ represents the hidden layer and its h⟨t−1⟩ value indi-
cates the previous one, Θf shows the activation function and H⟨t⟩

corresponds to the output layer.Wzh,Whh andWhH are weights for
the connection of the input layer to the hidden layer, the hidden
layer to the hidden layer and the hidden layer to the output
layer, respectively. Also, the superscript ⟨⟩ defines a vector and
the symbol ⊙ indicates a matrix product. Next, t implies the time
here we take t = 1 for the first red shift value) and b denotes the
orresponding bias. In this algorithm, for making a prediction at
ime t , the mechanism uses not only the input z⟨t⟩ at time t but
lso information from the previous state at time t−1 through the
idden state parameter h and the weight Whh which passes from
he previous hidden state to the current hidden state.

Hyper-parameters, which basically determine a network struc-
ure and cannot be learned by an NN, are crucially significant
arts of an ML model, because they can make an algorithm
uccessful or unsuccessful. Learning rate, momentum, number of
pochs, batch size and activation function are some of these pa-
ameters. The same kind of ML mechanisms may require different
alues of these parameters; thus, we need to tune them so that
he model can optimally solve the ML problem. An epoch defines
ne forward pass and one backward pass of all the training
hile the batch size represents the number of examples that
ill be propagated through the network. It is advantageous to
hoose the batch size smaller than the number of all samples.
he number of epoch decides how many times weights of the
etwork are changed, and it is traditionally taken large (often
undreds or thousands). Activation functions are mathematical
xpressions that describe the output of a NN, and we can use
ifferent activation functions in a training process. Here, we
onsider the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) [81], Leaky Rectifier
inear Unit (LReLU) [82], Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) [83] and
caled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) [84] models, which are
escribed by

ReLU, LReLU) ⇒ Θf =

{
αx if x ≤ 0,
x if x > 0, (19)

ELU, SELU) ⇒ Θf = λ

{
β[exp(x) − 1] if x ≤ 0,
x if x > 0,

(20)

here α = 0 for the ReLU, α = 0.01 for the LReLU, β = λ = 1
or the ELU, and β = 1.6733 and λ = 1.0507 for the SELU.
5

Furthermore, the LSTM mechanism (see Fig. 4) includes four
ain units: a cell, an input gate, a forget gate and an output
ate [85,86]. The gates organize the transfer of information into
nd out of the cell while the cell recalls values over optional time
aps. Here, we have [87]
⟨t⟩

= σ (W T
zi ⊙ z⟨t⟩

+ W T
hi ⊙ h⟨t−1⟩

+ bi), (21)
⟨t⟩

= σ (W T
zf ⊙ z⟨t⟩

+ W T
hf ⊙ h⟨t−1⟩

+ bf ), (22)
⟨t⟩

= σ (W T
zo ⊙ z⟨t⟩

+ W T
ho ⊙ h⟨t−1⟩

+ bo), (23)

ˆ
⟨t⟩

= Θf (W T
zp̂ ⊙ z⟨t⟩

+ W T
hp̂ ⊙ h⟨t−1⟩

+ bp̂), (24)
⟨t⟩

= f ⟨t⟩
⊗ c⟨t−1⟩

+ i⟨t⟩ ⊗ p̂⟨t⟩, (25)
⟨t⟩

= h⟨t⟩
= o⟨t⟩

⊗ Θf c⟨t⟩, (26)

here W denotes the weights of each layer, ⊗ is the direct prod-
ct, the superscript T represents the transpose of the quantity
here it is indicated and

=
1

1 + exp(−x)
(27)

is the sigmoid function. Eq. (21) defines the input gate i⟨t⟩, which
helps the cell to know which values must be remembered in
a long term. The forget gate f ⟨t⟩ reads Eq. (22) and lets the
cells to neglect particular values. The output gate o⟨t⟩, which
supervises which values will be the output and which not, is given
by Eq. (23). The expression (24) defines a potential new case to
recall in a long term. According to the LSTM algorithm, Eqs. (25)
and (26) represent the output of the approach. The mechanism
will recall nothing about the former case if equation (25) indicates
a null vector for the forget gate. Whereas, if it gives 1, the network
will remember everything.

3.2. Applying the LSTM-Dropout network

The approach includes several technical hyper-parameters,
and they can lead to a high possibility of over-fitting. To find out
appropriate values of the batch size and the number of epochs
and select the most suitable activation function, we can use
the R-squared analysis that measures the goodness-of-fit of the
trend. The R-squared statistics is mainly based on the following
relation [88,89]

R2
=

RSS
TSS

, (28)

where the Regression Sum of Squares is written as

RSS =

∑
i

(Ĥi − H)2 (29)

nd the Total Sum of Squares is given by

SS =

∑
i

(Hi − H)2. (30)

Here 0 ≤ R2
≤ 1 and Hi and Ĥi represent the theoretical and the

estimated variables with respect to the independent variable z ,
i
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b
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b
f

Fig. 4. The LSTM-Dropout architecture.
Table 2
Suitable settings used for producing the forecasts.
Activation function Batch size Number of epochs zmin zmax Highest R-squared

ReLU 8 1000 0.071 2.36 0.94667
LReLU 4 1200 0.071 2.36 0.94734
ELU 8 1000 0.071 2.36 0.94617
SELU 4 1000 0.071 2.36 0.94849
respectively. Here, the case R2
= 1 means there is no deviation

etween the set of estimated values and the actual theoretical
ata.
In the first part of the LSTM-Dropout analysis, we want to find

est tuned values of hyper-parameters. Thus, we carry out the
ollowing steps;

• Construction of the mechanism: We use the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) loss with the Adam optimizer and consider an
LSTM cell including 100 neurons.

• Activation functions: We use the ReLU, LReLU, ELU and the
SELU activation functions at hidden layers of the LSTM-
Dropout architecture.

• Dropout probability: The putative commentary of the
dropout hyper-parameter is the possibility of training a
node selected in a layer, where the case 1.0 indicates no
dropout while 0.0 implies that there is no outputs [90]. In
order to get successful predictions, the value of dropout in a
hidden layer is generally taken in the interval [0.5, 0.8] [90].
Hence, we use dropout probability of 0.5.

• Organizing the cosmological data: We produce a set of H(z)
values with the help of the relation (10) and order them
from lower to higher red shift.

• Tuning the hyper-parameters: We run the network for each
activation functions by using different values of the hyper-
parameters. Here, we consider the range of 4i, where i
represents integers in [1, 5], for the best batch size value
and the range of 100j, where j denotes integers in [5, 15], to
get the appropriate epochs number.

• The appropriate values of the hyper parameters for each
activation functions are clearly revealed. Here, we should
focus on the highest R-squared values (check the values
presented with white color in Fig. 5).
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• In Table 2, we summarize our results.

Now, we are in a position to obtain estimated values for the
Hubble parameter. In the second part of the DL analysis, we
follow the subsequent steps;

• Use the appropriate values of hyper-parameters, which were
introduced in Table 2, for the activation functions.

• Take the dropout probability of 0.5.

• Apply the LSTM-Dropout algorithm 500 times to obtain an
uncertainty contour.

• Plot the estimated H(z) data in the 1σ confidence region
(see Fig. 6).

3.3. The FIM approach

The FIM is a fundamental quantity of deep neural networks
with random weights and biases and it represents the charac-
teristics of a stochastic model. On the other hand, the maximum
likelihood parameter is one of the most significant and widely
considered tools in statistics and the main idea behind the max-
imum likelihood forecast is to obtain the estimated values of the
parameter that maximizes the likelihood of the sample data [91].

To study the distribution of a set of parameters θ under the
conjecture of selected proposal M and given experimental data
D, we need to forecast the posterior possibility [92]

ε(θ ) ≡ ϵ(θ |D;M). (31)

This quantity can be defined in terms of the likelihood Ł(θ ) ≡

ϵ(θ |D;M), the prior Π (θ ) = ϵ(θ |M) and the Bayesian evidence
Υ ≡ ϵ(D|M) by the Bayes theorem [92] as

ε(θ ) =
Ł(θ )Π (θ )

Υ
. (32)

The Bayesian evidence Υ becomes a trivial normalizing factor
when we are focused on parameter forecast for a fixed proposal
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Fig. 5. R-squared analysis of the ReLU, LReLU, ELU and the SELU for different batch sizes and epoch numbers.
t
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θ

nly. From this point of view, we neglect this quantity in further
nalysis. As a result, for a posterior probability distribution ε(θ ),
he FIM is written as [93,94]

µν = −
∂2 ln ε(θ )
∂θµ∂θν

. (33)

here the set of parameters is θµ = (H0, Ω0
d , η, B, n). Note that

the notions of likelihood and posterior distributions are inter-
changeable due to broad uniform priors which are taken into
account for all parameters here. Furthermore, the curvature of
the likelihood calculated at the mean is defined by the inverse
of the FIM, and the mean is usually assumed to be in the same
class with the maximum likelihood forecaster [92]. Cramér [95]
and Rao [96], in 1945 and 1946, independently discussed the
problem of finding a simple lower bound to the variance of point
predictions. Consequently, in accordance with the Cramér-Rao
inequality, the FIM yields an upper limit on the parameter error
∆ of the parameter θµ [92]

∆θµ ≤

√(
F−1

)
µµ

, (34)

eatures defined by Eqs. (33) and (34) make the FIM a first-order
ptimistic approximation of the likelihood [92].
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Now, we can apply the FIM approach to the cVCG model. In
our investigation, the corresponding FIM is written as

Fµν =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∂2χ2

∂H2
0

∂2χ2

∂H0∂Ω0
d

∂2χ2

∂H0∂η

∂2χ2

∂H0∂B
∂2χ2

∂H0∂n

∂2χ2

∂Ω0
d ∂H0

∂2χ2

∂Ω0
d
2

∂2χ2

∂Ω0
d ∂η

∂2χ2

∂Ω0
d ∂B

∂2χ2

∂Ω0
d ∂n

∂2χ2

∂η∂H0

∂2χ2

∂η∂Ω0
d

∂2χ2

∂η2
∂2χ2

∂η∂B
∂2χ2

∂η∂n

∂2χ2

∂B∂H0

∂2χ2

∂B∂Ω0
d

∂2χ2

∂B∂η

∂2χ2

∂B2
∂2χ2

∂B∂n

∂2χ2

∂n∂H0

∂2χ2

∂n∂Ω0
d

∂2χ2

∂n∂η

∂2χ2

∂n∂B
∂2χ2

∂n2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (35)

hus, we find the following bounds for the auxiliary parameters
f the model,

µ ⇒

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
H0 = 73.2134 ∓ 8.13
Ω0

d = 0.9404 ∓ 0.102
η = 0.6412 ∓ 0.33
B = 2.4026 ∓ 0.24
n = 0.2615 ∓ 0.22.

(36)

Furthermore, in Fig. 7, we display estimated H(z) data obtained
via the FIM mechanism. Additionally, it is found from the

2
R-squared analysis of the FIM approach that R = 0.93432.
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Fig. 6. H ∼ z relation for the ReLU (top left), LReLU (top right), ELU (bottom left) and the SELU (bottom right) activation functions for suitable values of the
yper-parameters. Here, black dots with error-bars represent observational data.
Fig. 7. Estimated H ∼ z data obtained via the FIM approach. Here, black dots
ith red error-bars denote astrophysical measurements.

. Closing remarks

It can be seen that scientists across extremely different fields
re making use of the ANN to make their investigations much
asier. The default concept behind such use of the ANN is the
LA, which is a subset of the ANN and enables the present-day
omputers to learn from a set of data.
In the present study, we have mainly constructed an exact

xpression for the cosmic Hubble parameter to explain the re-
ent astrophysical data at the first step and showed that the
8

DL algorithm can be used to make successful predictions for
the cosmic chronometer observations. Here, we have obtained
several interesting conclusions:

• H(z) function: The constructed relation of the Hubble
parameter with the best-fitting values of the arbitrary pa-
rameters is in very good consistency with the most recent
astrophysical measurements.

• Batch size and number of the epochs in the LSTM-Dropout
approach: Increasing the values of hyper-parameters does
not always lead to more successful results. As a matter of
fact, increasing these values may help with training the
network faster, but the accuracy values in comparable cases
are not similar. This conclusion agrees with literature [97].

• Activation function in the LSTM-Dropout algorithm: There are
different types of activation function formulations in the
RNN mechanism. Thanks to the H ∼ z relation, we have
seen that linear activation functions produce successfully
estimated values for the cosmic Hubble parameter.

• The FIM mechanism: This approach is relatively simpler than
the LSTM-Dropout algorithm, but this method also has pro-
duced successful results.

The reliability level of the designed theoretical ground has
been found to be nearly %95 for the LSTM-Dropout algorithm
and %93 for the FIM approach, which means that reliable pre-
dictions can be made for the future of the universe by using the
cVCG model. Furthermore, our method can be employed in future
investigations to different CG and dark energy formulations.
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